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      RAVE AID CREW DRUGS INFO RAVE AID CREW In honour of those we have lost, we give you this guidance in order to prevent harm to you and your friends. We are not medical experts, and this leaflet should not be taken as professional advice. COCAINE Cocaine is a local anesthetic that makes your brain leave dopamine in your receptors longer than usual, making you feel rewarded. There are roughly 1.3 million cocaine users in the UK. The market is worth around £2 billion per year. Big lines make you edgy and anxious - you will have more fun if you keep your lines small. Big lines don't absorb well in your nose and are a waste of your drugs. Don't share snorties. This will reduce your chances of getting Covid-19. COCAINE Alcohol and cocaine combine in your stomach to make cocaethylene . Studies have found this is much more damaging to your heart than cocaine alone, and 25 times more likely to result in sudden overdose. Cocaine can be clumpy and hard to manage. Prep and chop it before going out on a warm plate. The finer it gets chopped, the further it will stretch and the less it will damage your nasal membranes. If your heart starts racing or acting up, stop sniffing immediately. Avoid taking cocaine and ketamine close together. Mixing these two is bad for your heart. COCAINE Avoid taking MDMA and cocaine close together. Mixing stimulants is bad for you, and the cocaine can ruin MDMA's euphoric effects. Much of the damage to your nose is done when it sits there overnight while you sleep. Wash it out with a saline spray before bed. The police now have cocaine roadside tests as standard. Cocaine is very addictive - not to mention expensive. Try not to use it in the week. If you are worried about your drug use, please contact your local drug treatment agency. If you have never tried smoking crack, our advice is to keep it that way. MDMA Is an empathogen and a stimulant. It triggers the brain to release more serotonin, making you feel euphoric. There are over half a million MDMA users in the UK. The market is worth about £40 million per year. Stay hydrated. Alcohol doesn't count - it dehydrates you. Pills nowadays often contain two or three doses. Doing a whole pill at once will probably turn you into a liability for your mates. MDMA Try not to take MDMA more than once every two months. Your body and brain needs time to regenerate. Do not take MDMA if you are prescribed SSRIs. Don't bother snorting - it is shorter and less euphoric. Stick to swallowing. A standard dose is 120mg (1/8 of a gram). If you have crystal MDMA, weigh your doses. If no scales are available, crush it to powder before making evenly sized piles. Don't swallow random crystals on a dark dancefloor. MDMA Repeated redosing makes a comedown more severe. Dr. Ben Sessa recommends halving your dose every two hours to avoid serotonin depletion. So 120mg (+2hrs) then 60mg (+2hrs) then 30mg (+2hrs) 15mg then stop redosing. In very rare instances, too much MDMA can lead to serotonin syndrome, which is fatal. If this happens, you will not have much time to find an ambulance. Recognise the signs of an overdose: overheating, muscle tension, eyes rolling back, unresponsiveness, convulsion. Women are affected more strongly by MDMA and are at greater risk of overdose. Oestrogen creates a greater risk of brain swelling. Women with a low body weight should take less than others. KETAMINE Is a dissociative anaesthetic commonly used in hospitals. There are roughly 260,000 recreational users in the UK. It works on the NMDA receptors in the brain. Spit your drip. Anything you spit out won't be processed by your kidneys and bladder. If you don't have a tolerance, don't sniff random amounts on a dark dancefloor. Get a torch out and sit down. Try to only sniff cooked K. If it's in crystal, flatten it with some paper and crush it with a card. Smudging it with your card is not crushing it enough. The big crystals are more damaging to your body. Massive lines do not absorb properly in the nose and are a waste of your drugs. Cut it up into smaller lines and wait 2 - 5 minutes between each line. KETAMINE Drink lots of water. Hot liquids in particular will help your body break down the ketamine quicker. Don't share snorties. This will reduce your chances of getting Covid-19. Wash out your nose before you go to bed with a saline spray. Alcohol and ketamine combined is the number one reason for welfare cases at festivals - don't be a tit. Ketamine and cocaine combined is very bad for you. If you absolutely will do both, make sure to at least space them out - don't do lines of CK. Long term regular use will damage your bladder, urinary tract and kidneys. It causes cell death in the lining of these organs. In your bladder this creates permanent scarring, which reduces your bladder capacity. If it hurts to pee, stop sniffing immediately. KETAMINE Ketamine pretty much impossible to overdose on. However, if you become disorientated you may injure yourself. Start low, go slow. Studies show that similarly to alcohol, long term ketamine use erodes the part of your brain responsible for memories, emotion and adult decision-making (the hippocampus). Sound familiar? Ketamine is very addictive. Try not to use it in the week. If you are concerned about your drug use, please contact your local drug treatment agency. It is easy to think you are able to drive, when actually your coordination is still badly affected. BENZOS Benzos enhance the action of GABA in your brain. This makes you sedated and calm. Dosages can vary widely between and within pills. Lots of benzos have very small dosages, and producers often don't have the kit necessary to mix benzos evenly with the pill binder. There are heaps of fake benzo batches going around at the minute. Blister packs and loose pills both get faked. Lots of different presses have tested positive for flualprazolam and flubromazolam. A number of people have overdosed - please be careful. WEDINOS (link on back page) is very handy for testing your benzos. BENZOS Unlike other party drugs, benzos are physically addictive. Tapering off safely from a serious habit can take a year. Sudden withdrawal can lead to fits and seizures. Alcohol and benzos combined is probably the biggest killer of free party people. Please avoid taking benzos when you are drunk! If you are going to take benzos after taking stimulants, please make sure to space them out as much as possible. Doing uppers and downers together is bad for you. If you are worried about your drug use, please contact your local drug treatment agency. FREE PARTY TIPS Don't buy drugs off strangers. You can test your drugs by mailing them to www.wedinos.org More drugs does not equal more fun. Less is often more. You can always do more drugs later, you can never do less. If a line looks too big, just sniff half of it! Learn CPR, how to take a pulse with a stop watch and how to roll someone into the recovery position. Never let passed out people lie on their back. Most of the reason you feel like shit is probably a lack of sleep and a lack of food. Disco naps are under-rated, and proper hard crew bring pack lunches! Hot liquids help your body break drugs down. Pack water, toilet roll, paper (snorties + wraps) and a decent surface. Drug Combinations Matrix Top tip: If it's an yellow warning, make sure to space them out! At the end of the day, all drugs are bad for your body. Being sober is under-rated. Adapted from www.tripsit.me OTHER LINKS www.wedinos.org www.drugsand.me www.crew.scot/drugs-information www.bdp.org.uk/party-drugs www.erowid.org SPARE WRAP MATERIAL SPARE WRAP MATERIAL RAVE AID CREW DRUGS INFO 
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